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FEISS-MONTE CARLO SHOWROOM: #TM-4010
Skokie, Ill., January 15, 2016—Feiss and Monte Carlo Fans continue to offer a diversity of products from traditional and
transitional designs to contemporary and modern.
Here’s a sampling of new Feiss products to be launched at “Lightovation” in Dallas:
Chandeliers/Pendants
FEISS IMAGE

FEISS PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The modern, oversized orb of the Oberlin pendant by
Feiss is dramatically adorned with graduated Clear
Rondure beads and finished with a larger Clear Rondure
accent. Two integrated LED modules shine light from the
top and bottom and feature advanced, warm-on-dim
technology that warms in color when dimmed, going
from 2700K to 2200K to create a soft glow; the LED light
source is CA Title 24 compliant. In a Satin Nickel finish,
the Oberlin is available in either a 25-5/8” high X 20”
diameter or a larger 43-3/4” high X 32” in diameter
(shown) size.

Three Oberlin pendants by Feiss are shown in this living
room.
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FEISS PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Evington collection by Feiss has a flowing, traditional
form with contemporary flair. Fixtures in the Satin Nickel
finish have Blown Opal Etched tapered glass shades to
create soft uplight, and those in the Sunset Gold finish
(shown) have simple candelabra lighting without an outer
shade. Both versions feature contemporary Clear
rondures which elevate the transitional design with an
eye-catching spherical detail. This Evington nine-light
chandelier from the collection is 35-1/2” high and 321/8” in diameter.
The six-light Evington chandelier in the Satin Nickel finish
is shown in this living room. Its dimensions are 28-1/4”
high and 23-1/2” in diameter.

With a captivating, two-tone artisanal finish of Dark
Antique Copper with brighter Antiqued Copper accents,
the Jacksboro Collection from Feiss delivers mountain
luxe style. Tall, cylindrical glass tube shades sit atop the
rounded bobeches and can easily be removed and run
through the dishwasher to keep them sparkling clear. The
multifaceted, hexagonal canopy echoes the crown of
each fixture’s transitional silhouette. This five-light island
chandelier is 21-1/8” high, 9” wide and 37-3/8” long.
Other fixtures in the Jacksboro lighting collection include
five- and nine-light chandeliers, a three-light foyer
chandelier, one-light mini-pendant, one-light wall sconce
and two- and three-light bath vanities.
Shown: Two, five-light Jacksboro chandeliers by Feiss are
the highlight of this transitional dining room. Each of
these chandeliers measures 26-3/8” high and 25” in
diameter.
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FEISS PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The French Provincial influenced DeWitt collection by
Feiss has an elegantly simple silhouette. It’s updated
using the dramatic contrast of rustic, gilded finishes,
either Weathered Iron or new Sunrise Silver (shown).
Using an innovative technique, clear teardrop crystals are
painted on one side with the matching finish so the color
shines through to harmonize with the rest of the fixture.
Shown is the five-light DeWitt chandelier, and its
dimensions are 29” high and 25” in diameter.

The DeWitt five light chandelier (in the Sunrise Silver
finish) by Feiss in this dining room.

The Prospect Park collection by Feiss features a rich, twotone finish of Satin Nickel with Chrome accents. Each
cylindrical Opal Etched glass shade boasts metal bands at
the top and bottom to add a touch of formality.
Unexpected pressed crystal on each stem adds a touch of
glamour. Shown is the five-light chandelier; its
dimensions are 20-1/2” high and 25-1/4” in diameter.
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FEISS PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Shown here is the nine-light Prospect Park chandelier by
Feiss in this dining area.

Semi-Flush Mounts
In the transitional Colorado Springs oversized semi-flush
mount by Feiss, Clear crystals floating in metal rings are
threaded onto chain, strung into a drum shade, and
draped at the bottom as a finishing touch. The generous,
yet low-profile dimensions are ideal when ceiling height is
limited or a fantastic view should not be obscured.
Finished in a Chestnut Bronze, the six light semi-flush
mount shown here is 29-1/4” in diameter and 12-1/2”
high.
Here, the six-light Colorado Springs semi-flush mount by
Feiss is shown in a bedroom.
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Bath
FEISS IMAGE

FEISS PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The glamorous Kalli bath lighting collection by Feiss emits
soft light sparkling through thick, multi-faceted, clear
pressed votive crystal glass shades which rest on softly
flourishing arms. The elegant and feminine aesthetic is
grounded with a tailored backplate to add an extra design
detail. Lighting fixtures in the Kalli line include two- and
three-light (shown) bath vanities and a one-light wall
sconce, all offered in either a Satin Nickel or Chrome
finish. This three-light is 6-38” high, 20” long and has an
extension of 6-3/4”.
The three-light Kalli bath vanity by Feiss is shown in this
bathroom.

Outdoor/Indoor
The Arramore collection by Feiss is a perfect example of
emerging designs for the outdoor room and how far LED
technology has come. Inspired by garden gate scroll work,
the collection’s modern silhouette is enhanced by
integrated LEDs grazing down its delicate, decorative
pattern. While damp/wet rated for outdoor use,
Arramore is equally suited for beautifully appointed
indoor spaces as well. The collection is finished in a Dark
Weathered Zinc. Shown here is the 12-1/2” high and 24”
in diameter pendant.
The Arramore pendant by Feiss is shown in this seating
area.
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FEISS PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Mattix outdoor sconce by Feiss combines exemplary
engineering with modern design. Vertically recessed LEDs
highlight the unique clear glass insert to look like a
waterfall. The Painted Silver finish completes the look.
ADA compliant, this largest, six-light Mattix is 36-1/2”
high and 6” wide with a 3-1/2” extension. With an output
of 5,400 lumens, it consumes 60 Watts. 2700K. 90+ CRI.
Also available in an Oil Rubbed Bronze with a metal insert
featuring a heavily textured organic pattern. Other sizes
are 25-1/2” and 14-1/2” high.

Here’s a sampling of new Monte Carlo fans to be launched at “Lightovation” in Dallas:
MONTE CARLO IMAGE

MONTE CARLO PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The unique curved blades of the modern 56” Avvo ceiling
fan by Monte Carlo wrap around the motor housing like
flower petals right before bloom, creating a seamlessly
integrated and graceful design. Damp-rated for
indoor/outdoor use, the Avvo fan is available in Koa wood,
Rubberized White (shown) and Grey finishes. It features an
integrated 15W LED downlight, with 1,130 net lumens of
output, 2700°K CCT and a CRI of 80+. A finishing cap is
included for use without the light. The DC motor delivers
powerful airflow and energy efficiency.
Shown: Monte Carlo’s Avvo ceiling fan in the Koa wood
finish in this bedroom.
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MONTE CARLO PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The 56” Dylan by Monte Carlo is a refined interpretation
of a vintage industrial ceiling fan, ideal for outdoor living
spaces from traditional to rustic modern. The unusually
upward curved blades, finished in on-trend Grey
Weathered Oak (shown) or Dark Walnut color, overlap in
the center to create an eye-catching design detail when
viewed from below. The vintage look of the ceiling fan is
reinforced with the warm Aged Brass and Aged Pewter
(shown) housing finishes.
The Dylan ceiling fan by Monte Carlo is shown here in a
sun room.

Reminiscent of a vintage navy ship cannon, the robust
housing of the 56” Cannondale ceiling fan by Monte Carlo
mounts directly to the ceiling, and is well suited for a wide
array of décor from industrial to nautical. The look can be
customized with a Brushed Steel or Bronze (shown)
housing finish, each with reversible dual finish blades. The
DC motor delivers powerful airflow and energy efficiency.

The Cannondale ceiling fan (with a Brushed Steel housing
finish) by Monte Carlo is shown in a living room.
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MONTE CARLO PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The new Discus Trio is a three-blade version of the
popular 52” Discus ceiling fan by Monte Carlo. With a
minimalist, contemporary design and three color
options—two of which with reversible dual finish blades, it
can complement a wide variety of room décor. The Discus
Trio features an integrated 18W LED downlight with 1730
net lumens of output, 2700°K CCT and a CRI of 80. An
optional finishing cap is available for use without the light.
Damp-rated for indoor/outdoor use. Shown is the Discus
Trio with a Brushed Steel housing and American
Silver/American Walnut dual blades; other choices are a
Rubberized White housing with Rubberized White blades
and Roman Bronze housing with Bronze/American Walnut
dual blades.
Shown here in this bedroom is Monte Carlo’s Discus Trio
ceiling fan in a Rubberized White housing with White
blades.

About Feiss-Monte Carlo
For more than 50 years, Feiss has offered a full line of high-quality interior and exterior residential lighting in addition to
ceiling fans through its Monte Carlo brand. Feiss delivers refined, fashion-forward lighting at accessible price points and
is known in the industry for its reliable products and exceptional customer care. With pride in its past and a
commitment to the future, employees from coast to coast and across the globe all work together to continually deliver
the very best in lighting and service. For product information or to find a nearby dealer, visit www.feiss.com and/or
www.montecarlofans.com. For decorating ideas, go to www.facebook.com/FeissMonteCarlo or
www.pinterest.com/feissmontecarlo.
About Generation Brands
As parent company to Feiss-Monte Carlo, Generation Brands is one of America’s leading companies serving lighting
retailers plus the electrical wholesale, home improvement and building industries. The company has an outstanding
portfolio of residential and commercial lighting fixtures and ceiling fans which provide value and growth to its customers
and end-users with superior service, leading edge design and outstanding quality.
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